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Abstract. The impressive rise of user-generated content on the web in 
the hands of sites like Twitter imposes new challenges to search systems. 
The concept of real-time search emerges, increasing the role that efficient 
indexing and retrieval algorithms play in this scenario. Thousands of new 
updates need to be processed in the very moment they are generated 
and users expect content to be “searchable” within seconds. This lead 
to the develop o f efficient data structures and algorithms that may face 
this challenge efficiently. In this work, we introduce the concept of index 
entry invalidator, a strategy responsible for keeping track of the evolu- 
tion of the underlying vocabulary and selectively invalidóte and evict 
those inverted index entries that do not considerably degrade retrieval 
effectiveness. Consequently, the index becomes smaller and may increase 
overall efficiency. We study the dynamics of the vocabulary using a real 
dataset and also provide an evaluation of the proposed strategy using a 
search engine specifically designed for real-time indexing and search.
1 Introduction
The impressive rise of social media and other forms of user-generated content 
during last decade in the hands of sites like Twitter or Facebook [12,14, 8,10, 23, 
20] reveals us the compelling challenge that traditional search must face. This 
growth is not only defined by the number of users who consumes these services 
but also by the vast amount of content they produce1. The implications that 
the concept of real-time introduces give us a hint about the significant role that 
efficient indexing and retrieval algorithms plays in this scenario.
Search and retrieval over this extensive collections, as well as the management 
of the involved data structures present certain differences and introduce new 
requirements in comparison to classical Web search operations [6, 3]. On the one 
hand, because both queries and user behaviour differ from traditional [23,13]. 
On the other hand, because real-time search service results indeed to be very 
challenging in large-scale microblogging systems where thousands of new updates 
need to be processed in the very moment they are generated. Indexing can not be 
considered as a batch operation any more as users expect content to be available
1 According to [20], an average of eight tweets are issued per second.
(searchable) within seconds. Thereby, the indexer should be designed to receive 
a continuous stream of documents (at very high arrival rates, often with sudden 
spikes) and to achieve both low latency and high throughput. In addition, as 
documents are ingested the content of the corresponding structures need to be 
updated to allow the index to serve incoming queries. This implies the existence 
of concurrent operations that should be handled carefully. Finally, the nature of 
real-time search means that temporal stamps are important for ranking, beyond 
the application of other metrics aimed to improve the quality of the result list.
Our particular focus is over microblog services, like Twitter, where users are 
able to write brief status messages called posts2 that can share with their net- 
work of friends and, often, with the general public at the very moment they are 
generated. Increasingly, this kind of services grows in popularity and therefore, 
the data volume they have to deal with becomes larger every day. As far as we 
know, the only practical strategy to cope with the performance requirements 
cited above consists in maintaining the inverted index and its corresponding 
structures in main memory [6, 3]. This strategy primarily admit to significantly 
reduce reading and writing latencies as compared to other devices, such as disks. 
Nevertheless, memory remains today a scare resource [6] such that becomes es- 
sential to ascertain the way to store the index only the necessary information to 
provide reasonable (or acceptable) effectiveness.
Thus, bearing in mind the context and its inherent requirements we propose 
the development of a component called index entries invalidator, responsible for 
keeping track of the evolution that the underlying vocabulary presents. It aims 
to selectively invalídate and evict those inverted index’s entries whose absence 
won’t considerably degrade retrieval effectiveness. Consequently, the index be- 
comes smaller and may increase overall efficiency. In order to design an efficient 
invalidation algorithm we conduct the analysis of a real sample of Twitter data 
to understand its growth dynamic. Specifically, we employ the Tweets2011 [17] 
dataset widely used by scientific community in this field, composed roughly of 16 
million tweets crawled during 2011. Moreover, we select 1 million queries from 
the well-known AOL Query Log3 [21]. The experiments examine the performance 
of the retrieval process and the effect on the quality of the results.
Our contributions are as follows: (a) We look into the vocabulary obtained 
from our tweets dataset and study its underlying dynamics. Furthermore, we 
identify tree types of tokens and show that the size of the resulting vocabulary 
can not be fitted by the Heaps’ law [16], as traditional collections; (b) We design 
and build up an index entries invalidator inspired by the concepts of cache inval- 
idators [5], based on the time that the entries have persisted in the index without 
been updated (time-to-live approach [7]); (c) We perform the corresponding eval- 
uations making use of a self-modified version of Zambezi4 [1] in-memory search 
engine for streaming documents by implementing the proposed invalidator. We 
measure both wall-clock time and effectiveness metrics on a per-query basis. 234
2 Throughout this work the terms post, document or tweet are used indistinctly.
3 Available at: h ttp ://im d c .d a tca t .o rg /co lle c t io n /1 -0 0 3 M -5
4 Homepage: h ttp ://n a sa d i.g ith u b .io /Z a m b ez i/
The remainder of the work is organized as follows: Section 2 provides back- 
ground concepts on real-time index features. Furthermore, we review related 
work that examine both efficiency and effectiveness; Section 3 describes the 
employed collection and introduces vocabulary dynamics analysis; Section 4 
presents the index entries invalidator approach; Section 5 details the method- 
ology applied during experiments, along with the employed metrics. Also the 
obtained results are displayed. Section 6 concludes and introduces future work.
2 Background and Related Work
Information retrieval systems rely on efficient data structures to support search, 
the so-called inverted index [25]. Basically, it stores the set of all unique terms 
in the document collection (vocabulary) associated to a set of entries that form a 
posting list. Each entry represents the occurrence of a term t within a document 
d and it consists of a document identifier (DocID) and a payload that is used 
to store information about the occurrence of t within d. Each posting list is 
sorted in an order that depends on the specific query resolution strategy [4, 
24,25]. One of the key features of real-time search resides in the fact that new 
contents should be available for search immediately after their creation, while 
concurrently supporting low-latency, high throughput query evaluation. This 
implies that the index needs to be update incrementally as new documents arrive 
to the system. For this reason, the indexing process requires allocating space for 
postings in a dynamic fashion, that results in non-contiguous postings lists [2].
Nowadays, Twitter’s Earlybird retrieval engine [6], built upon this large scale 
microblogging service specific needs, represents a point in the space of real-time 
search engines. According to its design guidelines, a general solution to the prob- 
lem of dynamically allocating postings for real-time search is proposed in [3]. As 
Earlybird represents a particular instantiation, they provide a general frame- 
work for incremental indexing where all data structures are stored completely in 
memory. Thus, from a small number of memory pools, increasingly larger slices 
for postings are allocate as more term occurrences are encountered. This solution 
is planned not only for indexing tweets but also it is aligned to applications that 
have really tight index latency requirements.
Likewise, several approaches have been proposed in the literature to improve 
indexing and ranking phases, in terms of efficiency and effectiveness. Chen et al. 
[8] introduced an adaptive indexing scheme aimed at reducing the update cost 
by delaying indexing less useful tweets (i.e., tweets that may not appear in the 
search results). Otherwise, they are grouped with other unimportant tweets and 
indexed later as part of an offline batch process. In [11] an online topic modeling 
framework for querying large microblog corpus is presented. Such models were 
employed to identify topics in the tweets and compare them with the ones ob- 
tained from the incoming queries. Furthermore, discovered topics are applied to 
rank relevant tweets in the collection. This approach is called online in the sense 
that corresponding topic modeling was not only conducted over hourly batches
of captured tweets in an offline fashion, but also for recent time intervals that 
has not yet been included in the last batch.
Moreover, [9,19] have also proposed strategies to improve the overall effec­
tiveness of microblog retrieval systems. In the former, Choi & Croft suggested 
to extend a previously defined time-based model for pseudo-relevance feedback 
query expansion, by incorporating the temporal factor into ranking. In partic­
ular, they claim that selecting relevant time period for a specific query based 
on a user behaviour that can be collected easily, like retweeting, and extracting 
expanded terms by using weights derived from the relevant time can improve 
retrieval performance. On the other hand, Metzler et al. define a search task 
called event retrieval, i.e., given a query that describes a particular event the 
intention is to retrieve a ranked list of structured event representations. These 
correspond to a series of timespans during which an instance of the event oc- 
curred. An unsupervised methodology is proposed to extract high quality event 
representations by applying a temporal query expansion technique.
Most recently, Nepomnyachiy et al. [20] introduce a search framework for 
geo-temporally tagged data to support low-latency retrieval for queries with 
spatial, temporal, and textual components. Mainly, they define an efficient way 
to organize index content based on the spatial distribution of user-generated 
data and considering documents timestamp.
These works tackle different ways to organize index structures in order to 
boost retrieval performance for real-time search systems. However, they do not 
consider the possibility of invalidate entries based on the idea of terms’ update 
frequency reducing the index resulting size, thus allowing a more efficient uti- 
lization of available computing resources.
3 Vocabulary Dynamics
Data Characterization: Tweets2011 [17] is constituted as the reference col- 
lection of the TREC-2012 Microblog Track [22]. It comprises of approximately 
16 million tweets crawled between January 23rd and February 8th, 2011. This 
dataset is designed to be a reusable, representative sample of the twittersphere 
and it is employed in various works [9, 3,1]. Due to its sampling methodology, 
the corpus tends to degrade over time so that 11,601,066 tweets were downloaded 
successfully. Additionally, all non-English tweets were filtered out. The tweets 
distribution over time is shown in Figure 1, on average 9, 352 posts arrive per 
hour. Each post is composed of roughly 13.39 useful words and 81.25 characters. 
As stated in [20], the number of words in a tweet is considerably small and to- 
kens rarely repeat within a document.
Dynamics: Taking into account the context of the proposed analysis, we de- 
cided to split each post considering three types of tokens, namely: mentions5,
5 Tokens that are preceded by symbol are used to refer to user’s alias.
Fig. 1: Tweets arrival rate
hashtags6, and general terms. The reason for applying this convention lies be- 
hind the fact that both mentions and hashtags have a particular meaning and 
value inside Twitter [10,23]. According to traditional IR literature, a practical 
way to describe how vocabulary and collection size are related corresponds to 
Heaps’ law [16]. In particular, it enables to empirically estimate vocabulary size 
(and its growth) as a function of the collection size. Figure 2(a) shows that the 
considered tokens growth faster than this law predictions, and they rather ex- 
hibit a linear growth. Similarly, without applying a per token distinction (Figure 
2(b)). Despite the number of new encountered tokens raises considerably fast, 
mostly of those tokens are hapax7, i.e., they appear in only a single tweets. They 
represent roughly 67.7% of the whole vocabulary.
As various works [9,19, 20] state, this phenomenon is due to the informal 
essence that distinguish microblogging activity along with its character limit 
(140 in Twitter’s case). Therefore, abbreviations, elongated words, compound 
words hashtags, internet slangs and misspellings are common, in many cases 
deliberate.
In order to proceed with vocabulary dynamics characterization, we classify 
tokens in three groups by studying how its frequency evolves across the days. To 
this extent, we apply a sliding window approach of s slots. Each slot corresponds 
to the observation of a token on daily a basis. We set a boolean true value if a 
token is present in at least one the processed documents of the corresponding 
sample day. Every day, tokens’ frequency information is updated according to
6 Tokens that are preceded by symbol represent a kind of keyword, and usually 
adopt the camel case convention.
7 A hapax legomenon, or just hapax, is a word that occurs only once within a context.
(a) Per considered token type (b) Whole vocabulary (Without dis- 
tinction of token type)
Fig. 2: Vocabulary Growth. The X-axis corresponds to the number of processed 
tokens. The Y-axis shows unique tokens (That compose the vocabulary).
the ingested tweets. When a token appears for the first time (i.e., it does not 
exist in the current vocabulary) a new instance of the window is assigned to 
it and the first slot activates. Thus, as days move forward the window goes 
over the remaining slots and these may activate (or not) following token’s daily 
frequency behaviour. When the window walks through s slots, a side shift is 
applied maintaining the last observations. Then, we classify each token according 
to the following criteria:
Let w í be the window of s slots that corresponds to token ti, and wij be its 
value at slot j . Let Si =  ^ s = i wij and G(ti) a function that assigns a category 
(or group) to each token according its occurrence behaviour, defined as:
In our study we apply a window with s =  7 (a whole week) that we consider as 
a reasonable number to study how tokens behave, giving the dynamic of Twitter. 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of the classified tokens across the sample. Note 
that we are able to start with this labeling on January 28th, because until then 
the window has not reached the 7th slot. Even though we apply a window of 
seven slots, a deeper study to determine the impact of the window size in this 
token classification is required.
Fig. 3: Proportion of each type of token over days
4 Index Entries Invalidator
According to the preceding analysis it is reasonable to think about pruning 
certain entries of the inverted index. Specifically, those tokens whose daily fre­
quency behaviour give us a hint about its scarce contribution to search results. 
Similarly to Lin & Mishne [15] observation, there is a great deal of “churn” in 
tweets content. To tackle this issue we decide to prune the inverted index by 
removing the full posting lists of those tokens that sparsely appear over days. 
Therefore, we define an index entries invalidator (IEI) by applying a time-to-live 
(TTL) strategy, as adopted in result caches [7]. The IEI is based on the time 
that entries have persisted in the index without been updated. When a token 
exceeds a certain threshold, the IEI invalidates and evicts this one along with its 
posting lists. In other words, an entry is dismissed when the difference between 
the current time and the last time it was updated is larger than the TTL value.
In order to evaluate this approach in a real time search scenario, we modify 
the Zambezi search engine, whose source code is publicly available. We imple- 
ment the index entries invalidator to perform different experiments to ascertain 
the efficiency and effectiveness of the proposed approach.
5 Experimental Evaluation and Results
Methodology: Initially we set the TTL value to 24 hours in order to check 
whether an index entry has expired. By taking advantage of tweets timestamps, 
we are able to establish the beginning and end of the days, in terms of hours. 
Thus, every 24 hours during the 2 weeks covered by the sample we browsed the
index and evict the corresponding entries according to the heuristic previously 
defined. After every day, we processed 1 million queries8 measuring efficiency and 
effectiveness by comparing the results obtained from the original index without 
pruning (our baseline), with those of the pruned one. We run three series of 
experiments retrieving the top-k documents that are most relevant to a query 
(with k =  {50,10,100}). We configure Zambezi to use the MBWAND algorithm 
(basically, it uses timestamps as sorting criteria) that is suitable for microblog- 
ging documents. In other words, the answer set comprises a list of relevant tweets 
ordered from newest to oldest. Finally, to ensure the consistency of the results, 
we perform five trials of the experiment, and average the outcomes.
Due to lack of a publicly available real-time query set various works build up 
synthetic ones. Initially, we evaluate our approach with a shred of the synthetic 
query log generated in [20]. However, the number of queries in the set is not 
enough to run a robust performance evaluation. For this reason, we decide to 
use the one million queries extracted from the well-known AOL Query Log [21], 
employed in other works involving real-time search [15,3].
Metrics: To assess the overall performance of the approach we evaluate both 
efficiency (time and space) and and effectiveness. In the first case, the execu- 
tion time is measured in terms of wall-clock time on a per query basis. We also 
evaluate the number of invalidated entries per day and the index size reduction. 
To quantify the effectiveness, we apply the result set intersection between the 
baseline and our approach. Remember that in a real-time search scenario one of 
the primary search task consist in presenting the most recent documents related 
to the query (recency or freshness of the results) [18]. In order to accomplished 
this, the retrieved tweets are brought to the user in reverse chronological sorting.
Results: The effectiveness evaluation shows that the IEI doesn’t degrade the 
results significantly. Figure 4 exhibits the intersection ratio (averaged from 1M 
queries) for the three series of experiments. In the case of top-10 retrieval, less 
than one document (on average) is missing in the pruned result set. This result is 
proportionally similar in the remaining series (top-50 and 100). A deep analysis 
of pruned tokens explains that most of them correspond to rare ones that appear 
sparsely in queries.
Regarding efficiency, our approach reduces the overall execution time in all 
configurations up to 6% in the best case. Figure 5 shows these results. The 
increased execution time over days corresponds to the vocabulary growth. The 
difference also increases conforming more tokens are added to the baseline thus, 
more tokens are invalidated and pruned. This suggests that a more aggressive 
pruning strategy is needed to complement the IEI and to control the vocabulary 
growth, in particular, posting lists pruning may be adequate (this is a direction 
for future research).
The space consumed by the inverted index in both baseline and pruned ver- 
sions is also analyzed. Table 1 shows the number of entries in the vocabulary.
8 Our sample preserves the original query length distribution.
Fig. 4: Intersection proportion when retrieving top 10, 50 and 100 documents. 
Dotted lines correspond to mean values for each series.
The number of valid entries decreases dramatically over days (up to 88%). This 
enables faster lookups into the vocabulary. However, the total number of DocIDs 
that accounts for the resulting posting lists decreases much slower (Table 2), up 
to 9.1% in the last day. Again, this happens due to the pruned tokens correspond 
to infrequent ones whose document frequency is very low (typically, one). This 
result reinforces the idea that a more aggressive pruning strategy that considers 
the posting list lengths of the tokens that remain into the vocabulary may lead 
to greater benefits.
(a) Top-10 results (b) Top-50 results
(c) Top-100 results
Fig. 5: Normalized Execution Time for 1.000.000 queries
6 Conclusión and Future Work
In this work we introduced the concept of index entries invalidator, an approach 
that aims to selectively invalidate and evict those inverted index entries that do 
not considerably degrade retrieval effectiveness. Consequently, the index becomes 
smaller and may increase overall efficiency. Our experimental results showed that 
the proposed approach reduce the number of entries in the vocabulary up to an 
88%, enabling faster lookups. The overall execution time for our query set is also 
reduced up to 6%.
However, the resulting size of the index decreases much slower, up to 9.1%. 
In order to deal with this issue, we plan to extend the IEI by pruning at both 
entry and posting list levels. To this extent, will be necessary to consider the 
posting list lengths of the tokens that remain into the vocabulary and study how 
they evolve over time. Moreover, we are interested in defining a second kind of 
invalidator following a different view of the vocabulary dynamics.
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